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Welcome to the MSL 3.x - Reports 

As a live media stream publisher or broadcaster, you need deeper insight into the delivery of your streaming
content. You might be "flying blind" with your media delivery solutions with regards to end-user experiences,
because you just don't have access to reporting metrics for their delivery. This can greatly impact brand and
customer loyalty. As a result, your awareness of asset usage, or how delivery quality affects your daily
business is severely limited.

Our Media Services Reports components help you monitor and identify key trends of your Akamai Media
Services Live version 3.x via easy-to-use interfaces in Akamai Control Center.

Among other things, you can monitor traffic, visitors, and video streaming to track your content and make
sure it reaches the end user with the highest quality, for a superior user experience. The various reports
provide significant enhancements and close the reporting gap required to stay relevant and distinguish
yourself from other players in the field.
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Stream Packaging - Realtime reports

These reports for Media Services Live (MSL) let you monitor and analyze near real time data including
ingest quality and availability for RTMP streams converted to Apple® HTTP Live Streaming (HLS), Adobe
HTTP Dynamic Streaming (HDS) or Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) formats.

What parameters are available with this report?
The Stream Packaging reports dashboards use specific parameters in the form of metrics and dimensions.

• Reporting metrics on page 80

• Reporting dimensions on page 80

How do I access these reports in Control Center?

1. Select the appropriate Control Center Account. Use the top-right pull-down in the header to select
the account.

2. Open the application. Go to  > ORIGIN SERVICES > Media Services Live > Reports.

3. Pick a tab to review desired reports data.

The Ingest tab (MSL: SP)
This report for Media Services Live: Stream Packaging (MSL: SP) reveals information on your live streams
including the number of active live streams, the average bit rate for each, and other stream-related data.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the Stream
Packaging - Realtime reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access
this dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll
receive a message.
 

 

• Date Range. You can set a date range to access data as far back as four days from the current date.
It may appear as if you can select from a total of five days, including tomorrow's date. This is
because data is gathered using the UTC timezone. If you select outside of the four day range, you
need to adjust the Start Time and End Time to sync with your applicable time zone. Certain widgets
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in this report only use the most recent two minute aggregate data when displaying information. For
example, if you set a Start date of 6/18/2019 and an End date of 6/21/2019, with a Start Time of 6:00
and an End Time of 9:00, the widget reveals "Data shown below - From 08:55 to 09:00 on
6/21/2019," and only data from that period is used. See Set the date/time range for a report on page
71 for more information.

 

 

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating an MSL configuration to distribute live
content, you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If
you know the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

• Stream Type (optional). If you want to filter the results to either "Primary" or "Backup" stream types,
select it here. Otherwise, leave this empty to include both types.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a two-minute aggregation.
(Certain widgets in the report only show data for this aggregate period.)

Widget Description
Active Streams (total) This displays the total number of streams that delivered during the noted

two minute aggregation.

Average Bitrate (total) This displays the average bit rate delivery for all active streams during
the noted two minute aggregation. This is calculated in terms of bits per
second.

Active Streams (individual
streams)

This widget displays various data for each active stream, within the two
minute aggregation period. This includes the following:

• Unique End Point. The URL path after the Stream ID in the
ingest URL. This indicates the bit rate of the stream.

• Stream ID. Unique identifier for the stream generated by the
Akamai provisioning workflow.

• Stream Name. The name of the stream.

• CP Code. This is a unique identifier assigned to a contract
associated with a particular stream.
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Widget Description

• Stream Type. The type of stream, either "Primary" or "Backup.

• Encoder IP. The IP address of encoder generating the stream.

• Entry Point. The IP address of the Entry Point from which the
stream was ingested.

• Avg. Bitrate. The average bit rate of the stream.

• Action. You can click the (…) to interact with the stream:

– Test Connection between EP and Encoder. Select this
to display a page you can use to test the Encoder to
Entry Point connection.

– Check EP location. Select this to display the geographic
location of the IP address assigned to the Entry Point.

Average Bitrate (individual
streams)

This displays average bit rate delivery data—as either a chart or
numeric data—for each stream that was active during the full range of
time you've specified. This is calculated in terms of bits per second.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data

Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.

The Accelerated Ingest tab (MSL: SP)
This report for Media Services Live: Stream Packaging (MSL: SP) provides near-real time, summarized
information for ingest acceleration enabled streams. These streams provide additional metrics such as
Average Packet Loss and Average Latency.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.
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Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the Stream
Packaging - Realtime reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access
this dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll
receive a message.
 

 

• Date Range. You can set a date range to access data as far back as four days from the current date.
It may appear as if you can select from a total of five days, including tomorrow's date. This is
because data is gathered using the UTC timezone. If you select outside of the four day range, you
need to adjust the Start Time and End Time to sync with your applicable time zone.

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating an MSL configuration to distribute live
content, you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If
you know the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.

Widget Description
Active Streams This displays the total number of streams that are being delivered during

the selected range of time.

Average Bitrate This displays the average bit rate delivery for all active streams during
the selected range of time. This is calculated in terms of bits per second.

Average Latency Latency refers to the delay between the encoder and entry point, when
sending a unit of media streaming payload. This widget displays the
average latency during delivery for all active streams, over the selected
range of time.

Average Packet Loss Packet loss measures the quality of the connection between the
encoder and the entry point. This displays a ratio that represents the
overall average of packets lost versus the packets successfully sent to
the encoder, for all active streams, over the selected range of time.

Average Path Time This displays the average time taken to deliver content from source to
destination for all active streams, over the selected range of time.

Active Streams This widget displays various data for each active stream. This includes
the following:
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Widget Description

• Unique End Point. The URL path after the Stream ID in the
ingest URL. This indicates the bit rate of the stream.

• CP Code. This is a unique identifier assigned to a contract
associated with a particular stream.

• Stream Type. The type of stream, either "Primary" or "Backup.

• File Type. The file format of the accelerated stream.

• Encoder IP. The IP address of encoder generating the
accelerated stream.

• Entry Point. The IP address of the Entry Point from which the
accelerated stream was ingested.

• Avg Bitrate. The average bit rate of the accelerated stream.

• Avg Latency. The average latency during delivery for each
accelerated stream.

• Avg Packet Loss. The average packet loss count during
delivery for each accelerated stream.

• Avg Path Time. The average time taken to deliver content from
source to destination, for each accelerated stream.

Average Latency This displays average latency data—as either a chart or numeric data—
for each accelerated stream that was active during the specified range
of time.

Average Bitrate This displays average bit rate delivery data—as either a chart or
numeric data—for each accelerated stream that was active during the
specified range of time.

Average Packet Loss This displays average packet loss data—as either a chart or numeric
data—for each accelerated stream that was active during the specified
range of time.

Average Path Time This displays average source to destination delivery time data—as
either a chart or numeric data—for each accelerated stream that was
active during the specified range of time.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data
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Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.

The Delivery tab (MSL: SP)
This report for Media Services Live: Stream Packaging (MSL: SP) provides near-real time, summarized
information regarding the delivery of these streams, including active stream data, average playback, and
traffic per CP code.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the Stream
Packaging - Realtime reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access
this dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll
receive a message.
 

 

• Date Range. You can set a date range to access data as far back as four days from the current date.
It may appear as if you can select from a total of five days, including tomorrow's date. This is
because data is gathered using the UTC timezone. If you select outside of the four day range, you
need to adjust the Start Time and End Time to sync with your applicable time zone. Certain widgets
in this report only use the most recent two minute aggregate data when displaying information. For
example, if you set a Start date of 6/18/2019 and an End date of 6/21/2019, with a Start Time of 6:00
and an End Time of 9:00, the widget reveals "Data shown below - From 08:55 to 09:00 on
6/21/2019," and only data from that period is used. See Set the date/time range for a report on page
71 for more information.

 

 

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating an MSL configuration to distribute live
content, you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If
you know the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.
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• Delivery Format (optional). If you want to filter the results on a specific media format—either HLS
or HDS—select it here. Otherwise, leave this empty to include both formats.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.

Widget Description
Active Streams This widget displays various delivery data for each active stream. This

includes the following:

• Stream ID. Unique identifier for the live stream generated by the
Akamai provisioning workflow.

• Stream Name. The name of the live stream.

• CP Code. This is a unique identifier assigned to your contract.
Your contract gives you access to MSL to generate live streams,
and this value is associated with each stream for use in billing
and tracking.

• Viewers. The number of unique viewers that have accessed and
viewed the live stream, during the five minute aggregation
period. (Data is default filtered on this column.)

• Egress Bitrate. The average delivery bit rate for each stream
originating from your egress.

Average Playback
Sessions

The quantity of viewers that viewed your live streams, for each five
minute aggregation, during the overall range of time specified.

Edge Bandwidth The average bit rate for delivered content and the total volume of
content delivered from Edge servers, for each five minute aggregation
period, during the overall range of time specified.

Traffic by CP Code This displays the total number of viewers and volume of content
transferred from Edge servers, for your live media that's been
associated (created and delivered) with a specific CP code.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data.

Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.
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Stream Packaging - Historical reports

View historical data for your Akamai Media Services Live: Stream Packaging, for video on demand MP4,
with RTMP ingress and egress, in Adobe HDS, Apple® HLS, or DASH.

What parameters are available with this report?
The Stream Packaging reports dashboards use specific parameters in the form of metrics and dimensions.

• Reporting metrics on page 80

• Reporting dimensions on page 80

How do I access these reports in Control Center?

1. Select the appropriate Control Center Account. Use the top-right pull-down in the header to select
the account.

2. Open the application. Go to  > MEDIA > Other Media services > Legacy Media Services Live
reports.

3. Select Stream Packaging > Historical from the drop-down.

4. Pick a "tab" to review desired reports data.

The Traffic tab (MSL: SP)
This report for Media Services Live: Stream Packaging (MSL: SP) show you hits and bytes transferred data
for your content for one or more CP codes over a period of time.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the Stream
Packaging - Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access
this dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll
receive a message.
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• Date Range. Set this to the desired date and time. This defaults to the last 24 hours. For best results
(and a better data match), we recommend that you set Start Time and End Time values to top of the
hour increments. For example, use values of 12:00, 2:00, 6:00, 9:00, etc.

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a MSL configuration to distribute live content,
you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If you know
the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

• Delivery Options. You can filter report output based on traffic security level—Non Secure Traffic for
HTTP traffic, Secure Traffic for HTTPS secure traffic that uses an Enhanced TLS or Standard TLS
Edge certificate, or the Akamai shared certificate. Leave this blank to include all securities.

• Delivery Format. If you want to filter the results to a specific media format, select it here, or leave
this empty to include every supported media format.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.

Widget Description
Average Playback
Sessions

This displays the average playback sessions and average concurrent
streams for each five-minute period. It shows the average playback
sessions for HLS, HDS, and DASH formats (HTTP-based delivery) and
average concurrent streams information for QT/WMS/Flash/HD Flash
1.0 delivery formats.

Edge Bandwidth This displays the Edge bandwidth usage in Mbits per second, for each
five minute aggregation period, for the CP codes and time range you've
selected. In chart view, the peak bandwidth is highlighted.

Edge Traffic In Hits Per
Second

This widget displays the total number of hits per second to Edge servers
from end users requesting your MSL content, over the range of time
specified. This includes all HTTP response codes.

Edge Response Codes This displays counts of hits to Akamai Edge servers that resulted in
various response codes, for each five-minute aggregation period, within
the time range you've specified. The response code categories are as
follows:

• Ok: 2XX. Successful requests: 200, 206, 210

• Not-Modified: 304. An HTTP 304 is sent in response to a
Conditional Validation request, indicating that the client's copy of
a resource is still valid and that the resource in question was Not
Modified since the client cached its copy.

• Permission: 401|403. Permission denied-related requests.

• Not-Found: 404. The requested resource was not found.
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Widget Description

Response code data is displayed based on the streams' start time. In
the case of a disconnect event for a long-running stream, it displays an
apparent increase of the error rate preceding the disconnect, even
though the streams end at the same time.

Rate Of Key 4xx Edge
Responses, Per Second

The total number of 401, 403, 404, and 415 responses returned for the
CP code and selected time period. The peak and latest numbers of
errors per second and the total number of errors for the time period are
highlighted in the graph.

CP Code Traffic Details This widget displays the total Hits, Edge Volume, Flash Session Bytes,
and Total Play Time aggregated for the selected CP code. This data
includes object bytes plus overhead bytes between the Edge and the
end user with all HTTP response codes.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data

Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.

The Visitors tab (MSL: SP)
This tab for Media Services Live: Stream Packaging (MSL: SP) offers historical insight into the users
generating your traffic, tracking unique IP/user agent combinations over time, geographically, and by
browser or operating system. The widgets report data for a specific date and for a specific CP code that you
select.

Before you begin

• User agent strings must be logged for visitors data to work correctly. If you access this tab and
no data is revealed, you need to enable User agent strings for the configurations you've set up with
Akamai to distribute your content. Contact your account representative for assistance with this. User
agent data is only collected from the time this feature is turned on.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.
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Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the Stream
Packaging - Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access
this dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll
receive a message.
 

 

• Date Range. This report presents data for a specific date. Dates can be selected as far back as 90
days from the current date.

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a MSL configuration to distribute live content,
you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If you know
the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.

Widget Description
Total Unique Visitors Each unique IP address/player ID combination is considered a unique

visitor. This top-most widget shows the total number of unique visitors
that have accessed your MSL: Stream Packaging content for the
selected day.

See What's a "unique visitor?" on page 70 for more information and
limitations on unique visitors.

Unique Visitors Per Hour Each unique IP address/player ID combination is considered a unique
visitor. The graph shows visitors per hour for the selected CP codes and
date. The peak visitors per hour are highlighted in the graph.

Top Visitors For the top ten unique IP address/player ID combinations, the following
information is provided.

• Domain / IP. The domain, if known, and the IP address from
which the visitor is requesting your content.

• OS / Browser. The operating system and browser with which the
visitor is requesting your content.
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Widget Description

• OK Hits. The number of hits on your content this visitor is
producing. This number includes hits on the Edge server from
the end user with successful response codes only (for example,
2xx, 3xx, 0xx).

• OK Volume. The amount of bandwidth this visitor is using to
request your content. This number includes hits on the edge
server from the end user with successful response codes only
(for example, 2xx, 3xx, 0xx).

Operating Systems The operating systems your visitors are using to access your content, as
well as the percentage of visitors using those operating systems.

Browsers The browser with which visitors are accessing your content, as well as
the percentage of total visitors using each browser.

Top Countries The top ten countries from where your traffic is originating.

Top U.S. States The top ten states within the United States from where your traffic is
originating (if applicable).

Top Canadian Provinces The top five Canadian provinces from where your traffic is originating (if
applicable).

Set the desired date
This report presents data for a specific date. Click the date field and select the desired one from the
calendar. Dates can be selected as far back as 90 days from the current date.

 

 

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data.

Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.
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The URLs tab (MSL: SP)
This report for Media Services Live: Stream Packaging (MSL: SP) provides historical data on a per-URL
basis for a CP code, over a period of time you specify.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the Stream
Packaging - Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access
this dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll
receive a message.
 

 

• Date Range. You can set a start date as far back as 90 days from the current date, and date ranges
can be a total of 31 days.
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• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a MSL configuration to distribute live content,
you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If you know
the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

• Delivery Format (optional). If you want to filter the results to a specific media format, select it here,
or leave this blank to include every supported media format.

• URL (optional). Use these fields to customize report data to specific URL parameters. For example,
set this to "Contains" and input a segment of a specific URL (https://myvideos/sports) to have report
data displayed for all URLs that contain that segment.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is gathered on a daily basis.

Widget Description
Top URLs, By Volume This widget displays information regarding "OK" (successful) transfer of

content for your top URLs, over the date range specified. It reveals the
following, as both overall values and for specific top URLs:

• OK Volume. The volume of data transferred from the Edge to end
users

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits to Edge servers.

The URL with the highest volume transferred is listed first.

Top URLs, By Hits This widget displays information regarding "OK" (successful) hits to Edge
servers for your top requested URLs. It reveals the following, as both
overall values and for specific top URLs:

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits to Edge servers.

• OK Volume. The volume of data transferred from the Edge to end
users

The URL with the highest volume transferred is listed first.

Top URLs, By Errors This widget displays error-related data for requests to your top URLs.

• Error Hits. The total number of hits that resulted in an error.

• OK Hits. The total number of requests to the URL that still
resulted in a successful hit to the Edge.

• Volume. The total volume of data that was still successfully ("OK")
transferred for all requests to the URL.

URL Trend By Day This widget displays daily "trend" data for each of the URLs listed. Use
the drop-down to customize the data shown:
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Widget Description

Note: All options reveal data in total, and for each
individual date in the specified date range.

• Show only 'Ok volume' per URL. Show the total volume
successfully ('Ok') transferred from the Edge to the end user, for
each URL.

• Show only 'Error Volume' per URL. Show the total volume of
data transferred from the Edge to the end user that resulted in an
error for each URL.

• Show only 'OK Hits' per URL. Show only successful Edge hits
for each URL.

• Show only '{Response Code}' per URL. Show only hits that
resulted in that response code, for the selected date range.
Values of "{#}xx" reveal all response codes from that range. For
example, 'Show only 3xx per URL' reveals hits that resulted in any
300 response (302, 304, etc.).

• Show only 'Offloaded hits' per URL. Show the quantity of hits
received by the Edge and successfully offloaded to the origin to
obtain the target content.

• Show only 'Origin Hits' per URL. Show the quantity of hits
initiated by the Edge to your origin for each URL. (for example,
after the Edge has successfully processed a hit from the Client.)

• Show only 'Origin OK Volume' per URL. Show the total volume
successfully ('OK') transferred from the origin to the Edge, for
each URL.

• Show only 'Origin Error Volume' per URL. Show the total
volume of data transferred from the origin to the Edge for hits that
resulted in an error, for each URL.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data

You can view more details
Click this icon ( ) in a widget to view expanded data, over-and-above what's displayed by default. You can
click the download icon here ( ) to download a .csv file of this data. Click the  to return to full report view.
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The User Locations tab (MSL: SP)
These reports show you where the users that are generating the majority of your Media Services Live:
Stream Packaging (MSL: SP) traffic are located geographically.

Before you begin

• User agent strings must be logged for visitors data to work correctly. If you access this tab and
no data is revealed, you need to enable User agent strings for the configurations you've set up with
Akamai to distribute your content. Contact your account representative for assistance with this. User
agent data is only collected from the time this feature is turned on.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the Stream
Packaging - Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access
this dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll
receive a message.
 

 

• Date Range. You can set a start date as far back as 90 days from the current date, and date ranges
can be a total of 31 days.
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• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a MSL configuration to distribute live content,
you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If you know
the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is gathered on a daily basis.

Widget Description
Top Countries The quantity of all requests, filtered by the countries with the most activity.

The following information is presented:

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits from end users to Edge
servers.

• OK Volume. The total volume of all content, successfully
transferred from the Edge, in that country.

Top U.S. States The quantity of requests from the United States, filtered by the states with
the most activity (if applicable). The following information is presented:

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits from end users to Edge
servers, in that state.
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Widget Description

• OK Volume. The total volume of all content, successfully
transferred from the Edge, in that state.

Top Canadian Provinces The quantity of requests from Canada, filtered by the provinces with the
most activity (if applicable). The following information is presented:

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits from end users to Edge
servers, in that province.

• OK Volume. The total volume of all content, successfully
transferred from the Edge, in that province.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data.
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RTMP - Realtime reports

MSL Real-Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP) reports display near real-time streaming information for RTMP
content including information on your active streams and their average bit rate of delivery.

What parameters are available with this report?
The Stream Packaging reports dashboards use specific parameters in the form of metrics and dimensions.

• Reporting metrics (RTMP, only) on page 82

• Reporting dimensions (RTMP, only) on page 81

How do I access these reports in Control Center?

1. Select the appropriate Control Center Account. Use the top-right pull-down in the header to select
the account.

2. Go to  > MEDIA > Other Media services > Live Stream Packaging reports, and then select
RTMP > Realtime from the drop-down.

3. Pick a "tab" to review desired reports data.

The Ingest tab (MSL: RTMP)
This report for Media Services Live: RTMP Streaming (MSL: RTMP) reveals information on your live streams
including the number of active live streams, the average bit rate for each, and other stream-related data.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the RTMP -
Realtime reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message..
 

 

• Date Range. You can set a date range to access data as far back as four days from the current date.
It may appear as if you can select from a total of five days, including tomorrow's date. This is
because data is gathered using the UTC timezone. If you select outside of the four day range, you
need to adjust the Start Time and End Time to sync with your applicable time zone. Certain widgets
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in this report only use the most recent two minute aggregate data when displaying information. For
example, if you set a Start date of 6/18/2019 and an End date of 6/21/2019, with a Start Time of 6:00
and an End Time of 9:00, the widget reveals "Data shown below - From 08:55 to 09:00 on
6/21/2019," and only data from that period is used. See Set the date/time range for a report on page
71 for more information.

 

 

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating an MSL configuration to distribute live
content, you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If
you know the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

• Stream Type (optional). If you want to filter the results to either "Primary" or "Backup" stream types,
select it here. Otherwise, leave this empty to include both types.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.
(Certain widgets in the report only show data for this aggregate period.)

Widget Description
Active Streams (total) This displays the total number of streams that delivered during the noted

five minute aggregation.

Active Streams (individual
streams)

This widget displays various data for each active stream, within the
noted five minute aggregation period. This includes the following:

• Unique End Point. The URL path after the Stream ID in the
ingest URL. This indicates the bit rate of the stream.

• Stream ID. Unique identifier for the stream generated by the
Akamai provisioning workflow.

• Stream Name. The name of the stream.

• Stream Type. The type of stream, either "Primary" or "Backup.

• CP Code. This is a unique identifier assigned to a contract
associated with a particular stream.

• Encoder IP. The IP address of encoder generating the stream.
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Widget Description

• Entry Point. The IP address of the Entry Point from which the
stream was ingested.

• Avg. Bitrate. The average bit rate of the stream.

• Action. You can click the (…) to interact with the stream:

– Test Connection between EP and Encoder. Select this
to display a page you can use to test the Encoder to
Entry Point connection.

– Check EP location. Select this to display the geographic
location of the IP address assigned to the Entry Point.

Average Bitrate This displays average bit rate delivery data—as either a chart or
numeric data—for each stream that was active during the full range of
time you've specified.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data

Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.

The Delivery tab (MSL: RTMP)
This report for Media Services Live: RTMP Streaming (MSL: RTMP) provides near-real time, summarized
information regarding the delivery of RTMP ingress, Adobe HDS or Apple® HLS egress streams. It includes
active stream data, concurrent stream details, and Edge server volume per CP code.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel to set your desired filters.
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Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the RTMP -
Realtime reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message.
 

 

• Date Range. You can set a date range to access data as far back as four days from the current date.
It may appear as if you can select from a total of five days, including tomorrow's date. This is
because data is gathered using the UTC timezone. If you select outside of the four day range, you
need to adjust the Start Time and End Time to sync with your applicable time zone. Certain widgets
in this report only use the most recent two minute aggregate data when displaying information. For
example, if you set a Start date of 6/18/2019 and an End date of 6/21/2019, with a Start Time of 6:00
and an End Time of 9:00, the widget reveals "Data shown below - From 08:55 to 09:00 on
6/21/2019," and only data from that period is used. See Set the date/time range for a report on page
71 for more information.

 

 

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating an MSL configuration to distribute live
content, you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If
you know the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.

Widget Description
Active Streams This widget displays various delivery data for each active stream. This

includes the following:
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Widget Description

• Stream ID. Unique identifier for the live stream generated by the
Akamai provisioning workflow.

• Stream Name. The name of the live stream.

• CP Code. This is a unique identifier assigned to your contract.
Your contract gives you access to MSL to generate live streams,
and this value is associated with each stream for use in billing
and tracking.

• Viewers. The number of unique viewers that have accessed and
viewed the live stream, during the five minute aggregation
period. (Data is default filtered on this column.)

• Egress Bitrate. The average delivery bit rate for each stream
originating from your egress.

Concurrent Streams The quantity of concurrent RTMP streams for each five-minute period,
over the range of time specified.

Note: The maximum number of streams for each period
will most likely be higher than the average, so the
maximum for the entire period may be higher than the
peak points revealed.

Edge Bandwidth This displays the total number of concurrent streams for your RTMP live
media that have been associated (created and delivered) with a specific
CP code.

Concurrent Streams by CP
Code

The quantity of concurrent RTMP streams for each CP code.

Edge Volume by CP Code This displays the total volume of content transferred from Edge servers,
for your RTMP live media that's been associated (created and delivered)
with a specific CP code.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data.

Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.
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RTMP - Historical reports

Real-Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP) streaming enables you to stream audio, video and data over the
internet, between a Flash player and a server. These reports offer historic data on your RTMP live streams.

What parameters are available with this report?
The Stream Packaging reports dashboards use specific parameters in the form of metrics and dimensions.

• Reporting metrics (RTMP, only) on page 82

• Reporting dimensions (RTMP, only) on page 81

How do I access these reports in Control Center?

1. Select the appropriate Control Center Account. Use the top-right pull-down in the header to select
the account.

2. Open the application. Go to  > MEDIA > Other Media services > Legacy Media Services Live
reports.

3. Select RTMP > Historic from the drop-down.

4. Pick a "tab" to review desired reports data.

The Traffic tab (MSL: RTMP)
This report for live Real-time Messaging Protocol media (MSL: RTMP) shows you historical hits and bytes
transferred data for your content for one or more CP codes over a period of time.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the RTMP -
Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message..
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• Date Range. Set this to the desired date and time. This defaults to the last 24 hours. For best results
(and a better data match), we recommend that you set Start Time and End Time values to top of the
hour increments. For example, use values of 12:00, 2:00, 6:00, 9:00, etc.

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a MSL configuration to distribute live content,
you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If you know
the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five minute aggregation.

Widget Description
Average Concurrent
Streams

This displays details on concurrent RTMP streams for each five minute
period. Use the drop-down to view either Average Concurrent Streams
or Max(imum) Concurrent Streams information.

Note: The maximum number of streams for each period
will most likely be higher than the average, so the
maximum for the entire period may be higher than the
peak points revealed.

Edge Bandwidth This displays the Edge bandwidth usage in Mbits per second, for each
five minute aggregation period, for the CP codes and time range you've
selected. In chart view, the peak bandwidth is highlighted.

Edge traffic (hits/sec) This widget displays the total number of hits per second to Edge servers
from end users requesting your MSL: RTMP content, over the range of
time specified. This includes all HTTP response codes.

Edge Response Codes In
Number Of Hits

This displays the total number of hits for various response codes, for
each five minute period, over the time range selected. The response
code categories are as follows:

• Ok [200|206|210]. Successful (or partially successful) requests.

• Client Disconnect [408]. Client disconnect issues.

• Not Found [404]. The resource requested by the client was not
found.

• Permission Hits. Permission-related (not allowed) issues.

• Other [All other status codes]. Hit totals for all remaining
codes (for example, 0xx, 3xx and 5xx response codes).

Response code data is displayed based on the streams' start time. In
the case of a disconnect event for a long-running stream, it displays an
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Widget Description

apparent increase of the error rate preceding the disconnect, even
though the streams end at the same time.

CP Code Traffic Details This displays the total Hits, Edge Volume, Flash Session Bytes, and
Total Play Time aggregated for the selected CP codes. This data
includes object bytes plus overhead bytes between the Edge and the
end user with all HTTP response codes.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data

Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.

The Visitors tab (MSL: RTMP)
This tab for Media Services Live: Real-time Messaging Protocol (MSL: RTMP) offers historical insight into
the users generating your traffic, tracking unique IP/user agent combinations over time, geographically, and
by browser or operating system. The widgets report data for a specific date and for a specific CP code that
you select.

Before you begin

• User agent strings must be logged for visitors data to work correctly. If you access this tab and
no data is revealed, you need to enable User agent strings for the configurations you've set up with
Akamai to distribute your content. Contact your account representative for assistance with this. User
agent data is only collected from the time this feature is turned on.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.
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Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the RTMP -
Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message..
 

 

• Date Range. This report presents data for a specific date. Dates can be selected as far back as 90
days from the current date.

• CP Code. This report presents data for a single CP code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign
to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a
MSL configuration to distribute live content, you do so for a specific CP code.)

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.

Widget Description
Total Unique Visitors Each unique IP address/player ID combination is considered a unique

visitor. This top-most widget shows the total number of unique visitors
that have accessed your MSL: RTMP content for the selected day.

See, What's a "unique visitor?" on page 70 for more information and
limitations on unique visitors.

Unique Visitors Per Five
Minutes

Each unique IP address/player ID combination is considered a unique
visitor. The graph shows visitors per hour for the selected CP codes and
date. The peak visitors per hour are highlighted in the graph.

Unique Player Ids Per Five
Minutes

This shows unique Player IDs per five minutes for the selected CP code
and date. The peak player IDs per five minutes are highlighted in the
graph.

Unique Client Ips Per Five
Minutes

This shows unique client IPs per five minutes for the selected CP
code(s) and date. The peak client IPs per five minutes are highlighted in
the graph.

Top Visitors For the top ten unique IP address/player ID combinations, the following
information is provided.
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Widget Description

• Domain. The domain, if known, and the IP address from which
the visitor is requesting your content.

• IP. The requesting end user's IP address.

• Player ID. The unique ID assigned to the palyer that is
accessing content.

• Hits. The number of hits on your content this visitor is producing.
This number includes hits for all response codes.

• Volume. The amount of bandwidth this visitor is using to request
your live media content. This number includes hits on the Edge
server from the end user for all response codes.

Operating Systems The operating systems your visitors are using to access your content, as
well as the percentage of visitors using those operating systems.

Players The players your visitors are using to access your live media content, as
well as the percentage of total hits generated by these players.

Average Client Bandwidth
in Kbits/sec

The average bandwidth used per client for the selected CP code and
date. The peak average bandwidth over that time period, and the
average client bandwidth for the entire time period are highlighted in
chart view.

Average Buffer Time The average buffer time for the selected CP code and date. The peak
average buffer time over that time period and the average buffer time for
the whole time period are highlighted in chart view.

Average Packet Loss The average packet loss as a percentage of total bits delivered from the
Edge to end users, for the selected CP code and date. The peak
average packet loss over that time period and the average packet loss
for the whole time period are highlighted in chart view.

User Locations - Countries The top ten countries from where your traffic is originating.

User Locations - U.S.
States

The top ten states within the United States from where your traffic is
originating (if applicable).

User Locations - Top
Canadian Provinces

The top ten Canadian provinces from where your traffic is originating (if
applicable).

Client Languages The default languages used by requesting client machines and the
percentage of total hits those end users are generating.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data
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Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.

The URLs tab (MSL: RTMP)
This report for Media Services Live: Stream Packaging (MSL: SP) provides historical data on a per-URL
basis for a CP code, over a period of time you specify.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the RTMP -
Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message..
 

 

• Date Range. You can set a start date as far back as 90 days from the current date, and date ranges
can be a total of 31 days.
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• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a MSL configuration to distribute live content,
you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If you know
the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

• URL (optional). Use these fields to customize report data to specific URL parameters. For example,
set this to "Contains" and input a segment of a specific URL (https://myvideos/sports) to have report
data displayed for all URLs that contain that segment.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is gathered on a daily basis.

Widget Description
Top URLs, By Volume This widget displays information regarding "OK" (successful) transfer of

content for your top live media URLs, over the date range specified. It
reveals the following, as both overall values and for specific top URLs:

• Total Volume. The volume of data transferred from the Edge to
end users

• Hits. The number of successful hits to Edge servers.

The URL with the highest volume transferred is listed first.
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Widget Description
Top URLs, By Hits This widget displays information regarding "OK" (successful) hits to Edge

servers for your top requested live media URLs. It reveals the following,
as both overall values and for specific top URLs:

• Hits. The number of successful hits to Edge servers.

• Total Volume. The volume of data transferred from the Edge to
end users

The URL with the highest volume transferred is listed first.

Top URLs, By Errors This widget displays error-related data for requests to your top live media
URLs.

• Error Hits. The total number of hits that resulted in an error.

• OK Hits. The total number of requests to the URL that still
resulted in a successful hit to the Edge.

• Total Volume. The total volume of data that was still successfully
("OK") transferred for all requests to the URL.

URL Trend By Day This widget displays daily "trend" data for each of the live media URLs
listed. Use the drop-down to customize the data shown:

Note: All options reveal data in total, and for each
individual date in the specified date range.

• Show only 'Volume' per URL. Show the total volume transferred
from the Edge to the end user, for each live media URL,
regardless of result.

• Show only 'Hits' per URL. Show only successful Edge hits for
each URL.

• Show only 'Error Volume' per URL. Show the total volume of
data transferred from the Edge to the end user that resulted in an
error, for each live media URL.

• Show only 'Ok Volume' per URL. Show the total volume
successfully ('Ok') transferred from the Edge to the end user, for
each live media URL.

• Show only 'Peak Conn.' per URL per day. Show the highest
number of connections for each live media URL.

• Show only 'IPs' per URL per day. Show the total number of
unique IP addresses that connected to each live media URL.

• Show only 'GUIDs' per URL per day. Show the total number of
unique player IDs logged for each live media URL.
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Widget Description

• Show only 'Avg. Secs.' per URL per day. Show the average
period of time, in seconds, that the live media URL was served.
This average is total serve time (that is, all log lines that report a
non-zero duration) divided by total hits (all response codes
including errors, since some users can watch a stream for a
certain duration before the error is triggered).

• Show only 'Secs' per URL per day. Show the total time, in
seconds, each live media URL was served for the selected date.

• Show only '{Response Code}' per URL. Show only hits that
resulted in that response code, for the selected date range.
Values of "{#}xx" reveal all response codes from that range. For
example, 'Show only 3xx per URL' reveals hits that resulted in any
300 response (302, 304, etc.).

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data

You can view more details
Click this icon ( ) in a widget to view expanded data, over-and-above what's displayed by default. You can
click the download icon here ( ) to download a .csv file of this data. Click the  to return to full report view.

The User Locations tab (MSL: RTMP)
These reports show you where the users that are generating the majority of your Media Services Live: Real-
time Message Protocol (MSL: RTMP) media traffic are located geographically.

Before you begin
User agent strings must be logged for visitors data to work correctly. If you access this tab and no data is
revealed, you need to enable User agent strings for the configurations you've set up with Akamai to
distribute your content. Contact your account representative for assistance with this. User agent data is only
collected from the time this feature is turned on.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.
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Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the RTMP -
Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message.
 

 

• Date Range. You can set a start date as far back as 90 days from the current date, and date ranges
can be a total of 31 days.

 

 

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a MSL configuration to distribute live content,
you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If you know
the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:
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Note: Data for each widget is gathered on a daily basis.

Widget Description
Top Countries The quantity of all requests, filtered by the countries with the most activity.

The following information is presented:

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits from end users to Edge
servers.

• OK Volume. The total volume of all content, successfully
transferred from the Edge, in that country.

Top U.S. States The quantity of requests from the United States, filtered by the states with
the most activity (if applicable). The following information is presented:

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits from end users to Edge
servers, in that state.

• OK Volume. The total volume of all content, successfully
transferred from the Edge, in that state.

Top Canadian Provinces The quantity of requests from Canada, filtered by the provinces with the
most activity (if applicable). The following information is presented:

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits from end users to Edge
servers, in that province.

• OK Volume. The total volume of all content, successfully
transferred from the Edge, in that province.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data.
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HD Flash 1.0 - Realtime reports

HD Flash 1.0 is a deprecated multimedia software platform to produce animations, internet applications,
desktop applications, mobile applications, mobile games, and embedded web browser video players. Flash
enables you to stream audio and video over the internet. These reports display near real-time streaming
information for this content.

How do I access these reports in Control Center?

1. Select the appropriate Control Center Account. Use the top-right pull-down in the header to select
the account.

2. Go to  > MEDIA > Other Media services > Live Stream Packaging reports, and then select HD
Flash 1.0 > Realtime from the drop-down.

3. Pick a tab to review desired reports data.

The Ingest tab (MSL: HDF1.0)
This report for Media Services Live: HD Flash 1.0 (MSL: HDF1.0) reveals information on your live streams
including the number of active live streams, the average bit rate for each, and other stream-related data.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the HD Flash 1.0 -
Realtime reports, the filters you set there are automatically applied when you access
this dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll
receive a message.
 

 

• Date Range. Click the this field and set a range of time. Certain widgets in this report only use the
most recent two minute aggregate data when displaying information. For example, if you set a Start
date of 6/18/2019 and an End date of 6/21/2019, with a Start Time of 6:00 and an End Time of 9:00,
the widget reveals "Data shown below - From 08:55 to 09:00 on 6/21/2019," and only data from that
period is used. See Set the date/time range for a report on page 71 for more information.
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• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating an MSL configuration to distribute live
content, you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If
you know the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

• Stream Type (optional). If you want to filter the results to either "Primary" or "Backup" stream
types, select it here. Otherwise, leave it at "All" to include every supported media format.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.
(Certain widgets in the report only show data for this aggregate period.)

Widget Description
Active Streams (total) This displays the total number of streams that delivered during the noted

five minute aggregation.

Active Streams (individual
streams)

This widget displays various data for each active stream, within the
noted five minute aggregation period. This includes the following:

• Unique End Point. The URL path after the Stream ID in the
ingest URL. This indicates the bit rate of the stream.

• Stream ID. Unique identifier for the stream generated by the
Akamai provisioning workflow.

• Stream Name. The name of the stream.

• Stream Type. The type of stream, either "Primary" or "Backup.

• CP Code. This is a unique identifier assigned to a contract
associated with a particular stream.

• Encoder IP. The IP address of encoder generating the stream.

• Entry Point. The IP address of the Entry Point from which the
stream was ingested.

• Avg. Bitrate. The average bit rate of the stream. Data in this
table is default sorted on this column.

• Action. You can click the (…) to interact with the stream:
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Widget Description

– Test Connection between EP and Encoder. Select this
to display a page you can use to test the Encoder to
Entry Point connection.

– Check EP location. Select this to display the geographic
location of the IP address assigned to the Entry Point.

Average Bitrate This displays average bit rate delivery data—as either a chart or
numeric data—for each stream that was active during the full range of
time you've specified.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data

Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.

The Delivery tab (MSL: HDF1.0)
This report for Media Services Live: HD Flash 1.0 (MSL: HDF1.0) provides near-real time, summarized
information regarding the delivery of your HD Flash 1.0 streams. It includes active stream data, concurrent
stream details, and Edge server volume per CP code.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the HD Flash 1.0 -
Realtime reports, the filters you set there are automatically applied when you access
this dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll
receive a message.
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• Date Range. Click the this field and set a range of time. Certain widgets in this report only use the
most recent two minute aggregate data when displaying information. For example, if you set a Start
date of 6/18/2019 and an End date of 6/21/2019, with a Start Time of 6:00 and an End Time of 9:00,
the widget reveals "Data shown below - From 08:55 to 09:00 on 6/21/2019," and only data from that
period is used. See Set the date/time range for a report on page 71 for more information.

 

 

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating an MSL configuration to distribute live
content, you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If
you know the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.

Widget Description
Active Streams This widget displays various delivery data for each active stream. This

includes the following:

• Stream ID. Unique identifier for the live stream generated by the
Akamai provisioning workflow.

• Stream Name. The name of the live stream.

• CP Code. This is a unique identifier assigned to your contract.
Your contract gives you access to MSL to generate live streams,
and this value is associated with each stream for use in billing
and tracking.

• Viewers. The number of unique viewers that have accessed and
viewed the live stream, during the five minute aggregation
period. (Data is default filtered on this column.)

• Egress Bitrate. The average delivery bit rate for each stream
originating from your egress.

Concurrent Streams The quantity of concurrent HD Flash 1.0 live streams for each five-
minute period, over the range of time specified.
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Widget Description

Note: The maximum number of streams for each period
will most likely be higher than the average, so the
maximum for the entire period may be higher than the
peak points revealed.

Edge Bandwidth This displays the total number of concurrent streams for your HD Flash
1.0 live media that have been associated (created and delivered) with a
specific CP code.

Concurrent Streams by CP
Code

The quantity of concurrent HD Flash 1.0 streams for each CP code.

Edge Volume by CP Code This displays the total volume of content transferred from Edge servers,
for your HD Flash 1.0 live media that's been associated (created and
delivered) with a specific CP code.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data.

Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.
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HD Flash 1.0 - Historical reports

HD Flash 1.0 is a deprecated multimedia software platform to produce animations, internet applications,
desktop applications, mobile applications, mobile games, and embedded web browser video players. These
reports display historical data for your HD Flash 1.0 live media content.

How do I access these reports in Control Center?

1. Select the appropriate Control Center Account. Use the top-right pull-down in the header to select
the account.

2. Open the application. Go to  > MEDIA > Other Media services > Legacy Media Services Live
reports.

3. Select HD Flash 1.0 > Historic from the drop-down.

4. Pick a "tab" to review desired reports data.

The Traffic tab (HDF1.0)
This report for live Media Services Live: HD Flash 1.0 (MSL: HDF1.0) shows you historical hits and bytes
transferred data for your content for one or more CP codes over a period of time.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the HD Flash 1.0 -
Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message.
 

 

• Date Range. Set this to the desired date and time. This defaults to the last 24 hours, but you can set
it as far back as 90 days. For best results (and a better data match), we recommend that you set
Start Time and End Time values to top of the hour increments. For example, use values of 12:00,
2:00, 6:00, 9:00, etc.

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a MSL configuration to distribute live content,
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you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If you know
the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five minute aggregation.

Widget Description
Average Concurrent
Streams

This displays details on concurrent HD Flash 1.0 live streams for each
fifteen-minute period. Use the drop-down to view either Average
Concurrent Streams or Max(imum) Concurrent Streams information.

Note: The maximum number of streams for each period
will most likely be higher than the average, so the
maximum for the entire period may be higher than the
peak points revealed.

Edge Bandwidth This displays the Edge bandwidth usage in Mbits per second, for each
five minute aggregation period, for the CP codes and time range you've
selected. In chart view, the peak bandwidth is highlighted.

Edge Traffic In Hits Per
Second

This widget displays the total number of hits per second to Edge servers
from end users requesting your MSL: HDF1.0 content, over the range of
time specified. This includes all HTTP response codes.

Edge Response Codes In
Number Of Hits

This displays the total number of hits for various HTTP response codes,
for each five minute period, over the time range you've selected. The
response code categories are as follows:

• Client Disconnect [408 (Flash|WMS)]. Client disconnect
issues.

• Ok [200|206|210]. Successful (or partially successful) requests.

• Not Found [404]. The resource requested by the client was not
found.

• Permission Hits. Permission-related (not allowed) issues.

• Other [All other status codes]. Hit totals for all remaining
codes (for example, 0xx, 3xx and 5xx response codes).

Response code data is displayed based on the streams' start time. In
the case of a disconnect event for a long-running stream, it displays an
apparent increase of the error rate preceding the disconnect, even
though the streams end at the same time.

CP Code Traffic Details This displays the total Hits, Edge Volume, Flash Session Bytes, and
Total Play Time,, and Average Play Time aggregated for the selected
CP codes. This data includes object bytes plus overhead bytes between
the Edge and the end user with all HTTP response codes.
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You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data

Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.

The Visitors tab (HDF1.0)
This tab for Media Services Live: HD Flash 1.0 (MSL: HDF1.0) offers historical insight into the users
generating your traffic, tracking unique IP/user agent combinations over time, geographically, and by
browser or operating system. The widgets report data for an individual date and a specific CP code that you
select.

Before you begin

• User agent strings must be logged for visitors data to work correctly. If you access this tab and
no data is revealed, you need to enable User agent strings for the configurations you've set up with
Akamai to distribute your content. Contact your account representative for assistance with this. User
agent data is only collected from the time this feature is turned on.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the HD Flash 1.0 -
Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message.
 

 

• Date Range. This report presents data for a specific date. Dates can be selected as far back as 90
days from the current date.

• CP Code. This report presents data for a single CP code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign
to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a
MSL configuration to distribute live content, you do so for a specific CP code.)
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What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.

Widget Description
Total Unique Visitors Each unique IP address/player ID combination is considered a unique

visitor. This top-most widget shows the total number of unique visitors
that have accessed your MSL: RTMP content for the selected day.

See, What's a "unique visitor?" on page 70 for more information and
limitations on unique visitors.

Unique Visitors Per Five
Minutes

Each unique IP address/player ID combination is considered a unique
visitor. The graph shows visitors per hour for the selected CP codes and
date. The peak visitors per hour are highlighted in the graph.

Unique Player Ids Per Five
Minutes

This shows unique Player IDs per five minutes for the selected CP code
and date. The peak player IDs per five minutes are highlighted in the
graph.

Unique Client Ips Per Five
Minutes

This shows unique client IPs per five minutes for the selected CP
code(s) and date. The peak client IPs per five minutes are highlighted in
the graph.

Top Visitors For the top ten unique IP address/player ID combinations, the following
information is provided.

• IP. The requesting end user's IP address.

• Player ID. The unique ID assigned to the palyer that is
accessing content.

• Domain. The domain, if known, and the IP address from which
the visitor is requesting your content.

• OK Volume. The amount of bandwidth this visitor is using to
request your live media content. This number includes hits on
the Edge server from the end user for all response codes.

• OK Hits. The number of hits on your content this visitor is
producing. This number includes hits for all response codes.

Operating Systems The operating systems your visitors are using to access your content, as
well as the percentage of visitors using those operating systems.

Players The players your visitors are using to access your live media content, as
well as the percentage of total hits generated by these players.

Average Client Bandwidth The average bandwidth used per client for the selected CP code and
date. The peak average bandwidth over that time period, and the
average client bandwidth for the entire time period are highlighted in
chart view.
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Widget Description
Average Buffer Time The average buffer time for the selected CP code and date. The peak

average buffer time over that time period and the average buffer time for
the whole time period are highlighted in chart view.

Average Packet Loss, In
Packets/Sec

The average packet loss as a percentage of total bits delivered from the
Edge to end users, for the selected CP code and date. The peak
average packet loss over that time period and the average packet loss
for the whole time period are highlighted in chart view.

User Locations - Top
Countries

The top ten countries from where your traffic is originating.

User Locations - Top U.S.
States

The top ten states within the United States from where your traffic is
originating (if applicable).

User Locations - Canadian
Provinces

The top ten Canadian provinces from where your traffic is originating (if
applicable).

Client Languages The default languages used by requesting client machines and the
percentage of total hits those end users are generating.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data

Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.

The URLs tab (HDF1.0)
This report for Media Services Live: HD Flash 1.0 (MSL: HDF1.0) provides historical data on a per-URL
basis for one or more CP codes, over a range of time you specify.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.
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Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the HD Flash 1.0 -
Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message.
 

 

• Date Range. You can set a start date as far back as 90 days from the current date, and date ranges
can be a total of 31 days.

 

 

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a MSL configuration to distribute live content,
you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If you know
the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

• URL (optional). Use these fields to customize report data to specific URL parameters. For example,
set this to "Contains" and input a segment of a specific URL (https://myvideos/sports) to have report
data displayed for all URLs that contain that segment.
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About the available widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is gathered on a daily basis.

Widget Description
Top URLs, By Volume This widget displays information regarding "OK" (successful) transfer of

content for your top live media URLs, over the date range specified. It
reveals the following, as both overall values and for specific top URLs:

• Total Volume. The volume of data transferred from the Edge to
end users

• Hits. The number of successful hits to Edge servers.

The URL with the highest volume transferred is listed first.

Top URLs, By Hits This widget displays information regarding "OK" (successful) hits to Edge
servers for your top requested live media URLs. It reveals the following,
as both overall values and for specific top URLs:

• Hits. The number of successful hits to Edge servers.

• Total Volume. The volume of data transferred from the Edge to
end users

The URL with the highest volume transferred is listed first.

Top URLs, By Errors This widget displays error-related data for requests to your top live media
URLs.

• Error Hits. The total number of hits that resulted in an error.

• Ok Hits. The total number of requests to the URL that still
resulted in a successful hit to the Edge.

• Total Volume. The total volume of data that was still successfully
("OK") transferred for all requests to the URL.

URL Trend By Day This widget displays daily "trend" data for each of the live media URLs
listed. Use the drop-down to customize the data shown:

Note: All options reveal data in total, and for each
individual date in the specified date range.

• Show only 'Volume' per URL. Show the total volume transferred
from the Edge to the end user, for each live media URL,
regardless of result.
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Widget Description

• Show only 'Hits' per URL. Show only successful Edge hits for
each URL.

• Show only 'Error Volume' per URL. Show the total volume of
data transferred from the Edge to the end user that resulted in an
error, for each live media URL.

• Show only 'Ok Volume' per URL. Show the total volume
successfully ('Ok') transferred from the Edge to the end user, for
each live media URL.

• Show only 'Peak Conn.' per URL per day. Show the highest
number of connections for each live media URL.

• Show only 'IPs' per URL per day. Show the total number of
unique IP addresses that connected to each live media URL.

• Show only 'GUIDs' per URL per day. Show the total number of
unique player IDs logged for each live media URL.

• Show only 'Avg. Secs.' per URL per day. Show the average
period of time, in seconds, that the live media URL was served.
This average is total serve time (that is, all log lines that report a
non-zero duration) divided by total hits (all response codes
including errors, since some users can watch a stream for a
certain duration before the error is triggered).

• Show only 'Secs' per URL per day. Show the total time, in
seconds, each live media URL was served for the selected date.

• Show only '{Response Code}' per URL. Show only hits that
resulted in that response code, for the selected date range.
Values of "{#}xx" reveal all response codes from that range. For
example, 'Show only 3xx per URL' reveals hits that resulted in any
300 response (302, 304, etc.).

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data

You can view more details
Click this icon ( ) in a widget to view expanded data, over-and-above what's displayed by default. You can
click the download icon here ( ) to download a .csv file of this data. Click the  to return to full report view.
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The User Locations tab (MSL: HDF1.0)
This report shows you where the users that are generating the majority of your Media Services Live: HD
Flash 1.0 (MSL: HDF1.0) media traffic are located geographically.

Before you begin
User agent strings must be logged for visitors data to work correctly. If you access this tab and no data is
revealed, you need to enable User agent strings for the configurations you've set up with Akamai to
distribute your content. Contact your account representative for assistance with this. User agent data is only
collected from the time this feature is turned on.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the HD Flash 1.0 -
Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message.
 

 

• Date Range. You can set a start date as far back as 90 days from the current date, and date ranges
can be a total of 31 days.
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• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a MSL configuration to distribute live content,
you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If you know
the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is gathered on a daily basis.

Widget Description
Top Countries The quantity of all requests, filtered by the countries with the most activity.

The following information is presented:

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits from end users to Edge
servers.

• OK Volume. The total volume of all content, successfully
transferred from the Edge, in that country.

Top U.S. States The quantity of requests from the United States, filtered by the states with
the most activity (if applicable). The following information is presented:

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits from end users to Edge
servers, in that state.
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Widget Description

• OK Volume. The total volume of all content, successfully
transferred from the Edge, in that state.

Top Canadian Provinces The quantity of requests from Canada, filtered by the provinces with the
most activity (if applicable). The following information is presented:

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits from end users to Edge
servers, in that province.

• OK Volume. The total volume of all content, successfully
transferred from the Edge, in that province.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data.
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HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest - Realtime reports

This report for Media Services Live: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest (MSL: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest) provides near
real-time information on quality and availability for both accelerated and non-accelerated HLS, HDS, and
DASH ingest streams.

How do I access these reports in Control Center?

1. Select the appropriate Control Center Account. Use the top-right pull-down in the header to select
the account.

2. Go to  > MEDIA > Other Media services > Live Stream Packaging reports, and then select
HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest > Realtime from the drop-down.

3. Pick a tab to review desired reports data.

The Ingest tab (MSL: HDS/HLS/DASH Ingest)
This report for Media Services Live: HD Flash 1.0 (MSL: HDF1.0) reveals information on your live streams
including the number of active live streams, the average bit rate for each, and other stream-related data.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the HLS/HDS/
DASH - Realtime reports, the filters you set there are automatically applied when you
access this dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters,
you'll receive a message.
 

 

• Date Range. Set a date range of two days. You can access data as far back as four days from the
current date. It may appear as if you can select from a total of five days, including tomorrow's date.
This is because data is gathered using the UTC timezone. Certain widgets in this report only use the
most recent two minute aggregate data when displaying information. For example, if you set a Start
date of 6/18/2019 and an End date of 6/21/2019, with a Start Time of 6:00 and an End Time of 9:00,
the widget reveals "Data shown below - From 08:58 to 09:00 on 6/21/2019," and only data from that
period is used. See Set the date/time range for a report on page 71 for more information.
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• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating an MSL configuration to distribute live
content, you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If
you know the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

• Delivery Format (optional). If you want to filter the results to a specific media format, select it here,
or leave this blank to include every supported media format.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.
(Certain widgets in the report only show data for this aggregate period.)

Widget Description
Active Streams (total) This displays the total number of streams that delivered during the noted

five minute aggregation.

Active Streams (individual
streams)

This widget displays various data for each active stream, within the
noted five minute aggregation period. This includes the following:

• Stream ID. Unique identifier for the stream generated by the
Akamai provisioning workflow.

• Stream Name. The name of the stream.

• CP Code. This is a unique identifier assigned to a contract
associated with a particular stream.

• Ingest bit rate. The bit rate of the HLS, HDS, or DASH ingest
stream.

Average Bitrate This displays average bit rate delivery data—as either a chart or
numeric data—for each ingest stream that was active during the full
range of time you've specified.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.
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You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data

Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.

The Delivery tab (MSL: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest)
This report for Media Services Live: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest (MSL: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest) provides near-
real time, summarized information regarding the delivery of these streams, including active stream data,
average playback, and traffic per CP code.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the HLS/HDS/
DASH - Realtime reports, the filters you set there are automatically applied when you
access this dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters,
you'll receive a message.
 

 

• Date Range. Set a date range of two days. You can access data as far back as four days from the
current date. It may appear as if you can select from a total of five days, including tomorrow's date.
This is because data is gathered using the UTC timezone. Certain widgets in this report only use the
most recent two minute aggregate data when displaying information. For example, if you set a Start
date of 6/18/2019 and an End date of 6/21/2019, with a Start Time of 6:00 and an End Time of 9:00,
the widget reveals "Data shown below - From 08:58 to 09:00 on 6/21/2019," and only data from that
period is used. See Set the date/time range for a report on page 71 for more information.

 

 

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating an MSL configuration to distribute live
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content, you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If
you know the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

• Delivery Format (optional). If you want to filter the results to a specific media format, select it here,
or leave this blank to include every supported media format.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.

Widget Description
Active Streams This widget displays various delivery data for each active stream. This

includes the following:

• Stream ID. Unique identifier for the live stream generated by the
Akamai provisioning workflow.

• Stream Name. The name of the live stream.

• CP Code. This is a unique identifier assigned to your contract.
Your contract gives you access to MSL to generate live streams,
and this value is associated with each stream for use in billing
and tracking.

• Viewers. The number of unique viewers that have accessed and
viewed the live stream, during the five minute aggregation
period. (Data is default filtered on this column.)

• Egress Bit Rate. The average delivery bit rate for each stream,
as it reached its destination.

Average Playback
Sessions

The quantity of viewers that viewed your live streams for each five
minute aggregation, during the overall range of time specified.

Edge Bandwidth The average bit rate for delivered content and the total volume of
content delivered from Edge servers, for each five minute aggregation
period, during the overall range of time specified.

Traffic by CP Code This displays the total number of viewers and volume of content
transferred from Edge servers, for your HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest media
that's been associated (created and delivered) with a specific CP code.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data.
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Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.
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HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest - Historical reports

This report for Media Services Live: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest (MSL: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest) provides
historical information on quality and availability for both accelerated and non-accelerated HLS, HDS, and
DASH ingest streams.

How do I access these reports in Control Center?

1. Select the appropriate Control Center Account. Use the top-right pull-down in the header to select
the account.

2. Open the application. Go to  > MEDIA > Other Media services > Legacy Media Services Live
reports.

3. Select HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest > Historic from the drop-down.

4. Pick a "tab" to review desired reports data.

The Traffic tab (MSL: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest)
This report for Media Services Live: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest (MSL: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest) show you hits
and bytes transferred data for your content for one or more CP codes over a period of time.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the HLS/HDS/
DASH - Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message.
 

 

• Date Range. Set this to the desired date and time. This defaults to the last 24 hours, but you can set
it as far back as 90 days. For best results (and a better data match), we recommend that you set
Start Time and End Time values to top of the hour increments. For example, use values of 12:00,
2:00, 6:00, 9:00, etc.

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a MSL configuration to distribute live content,
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you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If you know
the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

• Delivery Format (optional). If you want to filter the results to a specific media format, select it here,
or leave this blank to include every supported media format.

• Delivery Options. You can filter report output based on traffic security level—Non Secure Traffic for
HTTP traffic, Secure Traffic for HTTPS secure traffic that uses an Enhanced TLS or Standard TLS
Edge certificate, or the Akamai shared certificate. Leave this blank to include all securities.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.

Widget Description
Average Playback
Sessions

This displays the average playback session for each five-minute period.

Total Bandwidth This displays the total bandwidth usage in Mbits per second, for each
five minute aggregation period, for the CP codes and time range you've
selected. This is broken down into the following bandwidth categories:

• Edge Bandwidth. The total number of megabits per second
transferred from the Edge to the end user. (Overhead bytes are
included.)

• Ingest Bandwidth. The total number of megabits per second
transferred from the encoder to Edge servers for delivery to end
users.

• Midgress Bandwidth. The total number of megabits per second
transferred from one Edge server to another Edge server. This
includes prefetched content and inter-media format fragments.

Edge Traffic In Hits Per
Second

This displays the total number of hits per second to Edge servers from
end users requesting your MSL content, over the range of time
specified. This includes all HTTP response codes.

Edge Response Codes in
Number of Hits

This displays counts of hits to Akamai Edge servers that resulted in
various response codes, for each five-minute aggregation period, within
the time range you've specified. The response code categories are as
follows:

• 2XX. All HTTP 2xx response hits.

• Edge OK Hits: 200/201/201/206/210. All successful hits to the
Edge for content.

• 3XX. All HTTP 3xx response hits.
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Widget Description

• Edge 304 Hits. An HTTP 304 is sent in response to a
Conditional Validation request, indicating that the client's copy of
a resource is still valid and that the resource in question was Not
Modified since the client cached its copy.

• Edge Redirect Hits: 301/302. All hits that were redirected.

• 4XX. All HTTP 4xx response hits.

• Edge Permission Hits: 401/403/415. Permission denied-related
requests.

• 5XX. All HTTP 5xx response hits.

• Edge Server Error Hits: 500/501/502/503/504. Hits that
resulted in an Edge server error.

• Edge Client Abort Hits: 000. Hits that were aborted by the
requesting client.

• Edge Other Hits (all other status codes). The number of hits
that resulted in all other HTTP responses.

Response code data is displayed based on the streams' start time. In
the case of a disconnect event for a long-running stream, it displays an
apparent increase of the error rate preceding the disconnect, even
though the streams end at the same time.

Rate Of Key 4xx Edge
Responses, Per Second

This displays the quantity of 401, 403, 404, 413, and 415 responses
returned for the CP code and selected range of time. The peak and
latest numbers of errors per second and the total number of errors for
the time period are highlighted in the graph.

By cpcode This displays the following aggregated information—in total, and for
each specific CP code—for the specified range of time:

• Chunk Hits. The total chunk hits for each CP code.

• Edge Volume. The total amount of data transferred from Edge
servers to end users.

This data includes object bytes plus overhead bytes between the Edge
and the end user with all HTTP response codes

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data
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Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.

The Visitors tab (MSL: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest)
This tab for Media Services Live: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest (MSL: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest) offers historical
insight into the users generating your traffic, tracking unique IP/user agent combinations over time,
geographically, and by browser or operating system. The widgets report data for a specific date and for a
specific CP code that you select.

Before you begin

• User agent strings must be logged for visitors data to work correctly. If you access this tab and
no data is revealed, you need to enable User agent strings for the configurations you've set up with
Akamai to distribute your content. Contact your account representative for assistance with this. User
agent data is only collected from the time this feature is turned on.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the HLS/HDS/
DASH - Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message.
 

 

• Date Range. This report presents data for a specific date. Dates can be selected as far back as 90
days from the current date.

• CP Code. This report presents data for a single CP code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign
to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a
MSL configuration to distribute live content, you do so for a specific CP code.)

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is provided for metrics at a five-minute aggregation.
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Widget Description
Total Unique Visitors Each unique IP address/player ID combination is considered a unique

visitor. This top-most widget shows the total number of unique visitors
that have accessed your MSL: Stream Packaging content for the
selected day.

See, What's a "unique visitor?" on page 70 for more information and
limitations on unique visitors.

Unique Visitors Per Hour Each unique IP address/player ID combination is considered a unique
visitor. The graph shows visitors per hour for the selected CP codes and
date. The peak visitors per hour are highlighted in the graph.

Top Visitors For the top ten unique IP address/player ID combinations, the following
information is provided.

• Domain. The domain, if known, of the visitor that is requesting
your content.

• Browser. The browser application that the visitor is using when
requesting your content.

• User Agent. If a user agent is in place to distribute specific
content to a visitor (for example, based on the browser version in
use), that agent is listed here.

• IP. The IP address assigned to the visitor that is requesting your
content.

• OS. The operating system in use on the visitor system that's
requesting your content.

• OK Hits. The number of hits to your content that this visitor is
producing. This number includes hits on the Edge server from
the end user with successful response codes only (for example,
2xx, 3xx, 0xx).

• OK Volume. The amount of bandwidth this visitor is using to
request your content. This number includes hits on the edge
server from the end user with successful response codes only
(for example, 2xx, 3xx, 0xx).

Operating Systems The operating systems your visitors are using to access your content, as
well as the percentage of visitors using those operating systems. This
also includes number of successful hits to your live media content for
each operating system.

Browsers The browser with which visitors are accessing your content, as well as
the percentage of total visitors using each browser. This also includes
number of successful hits to your live media content for each browser.

Top Countries The top ten countries from where your traffic is originating. This includes
the number of visitors from each country, the number of successful hits,
and the volume of live media content successfully transferred.

Top U.S. States The top ten states within the United States from where your traffic is
originating (if applicable). This includes the number of visitors from each
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Widget Description
state, the number of successful hits, and the volume of live media
content successfully transferred.

Top Canadian Provinces The top five Canadian provinces from where your traffic is originating (if
applicable). This includes the number of visitors from each province, the
number of successful hits, and the volume of live media content
successfully transferred.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data

Toggle between Table and Chart view
Click the table icon ( ) to view a table of data for the widget, or the chart icon ( ) to view the data as a chart.

The URLs tab (MSL: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest)
This report for Media Services Live: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest (MSL: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest) provides
historical data on a per-URL basis for one or more CP codes, over a range of time you specify.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.

Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the HLS/HDS/
DASH - Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message.
 

 

• Date Range. You can set a start date as far back as 90 days from the current date, and date ranges
can be a total of 31 days.
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• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a MSL configuration to distribute live content,
you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If you know
the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

• Traffic Option. You can filter report output based on traffic security level—Non Secure Traffic for
HTTP traffic, Secure Traffic for HTTPS secure traffic that uses an Enhanced TLS or Standard TLS
Edge certificate, or the Akamai shared certificate. Leave this blank to include all securities.

• URL (optional). Use these fields to customize report data to specific URL parameters. For example,
set this to "Contains" and input a segment of a specific URL (https://myvideos/sports) to have report
data displayed for all URLs that contain that segment.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is gathered on a daily basis.

Widget Description
Top URLs, By Volume This widget displays information regarding "OK" (successful) transfer of

content for your top live media URLs, over the date range specified. It
reveals the following, as both overall values and for specific top URLs:

• Ok Volume. The volume of data transferred from the Edge to end
users
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Widget Description

• Ok Hits. The number of successful hits to Edge servers.

The URL with the highest volume transferred is listed first.

Top URLs, By Hits This widget displays information regarding "OK" (successful) hits to Edge
servers for your top requested live media URLs. It reveals the following,
as both overall values and for specific top URLs:

• Ok Hits. The number of successful hits to Edge servers.

• Ok Volume. The volume of data transferred from the Edge to end
users

The URL with the highest volume transferred is listed first.

Top URLs, By Errors This widget displays error-related data for requests to your top live media
URLs.

• Error Hits. The total number of hits that resulted in an error.

• Ok Hits. The total number of requests to the URL that still
resulted in a successful hit to the Edge.

• Volume. The total volume of data that was still successfully ("OK")
transferred for all requests to the URL.

URL Trend By Day This widget displays daily "trend" data for each of the live media URLs
listed. Use the drop-down to customize the data shown:

Note: All options reveal data in total, and for each
individual date in the specified date range.

• Show only 'OK Volume' per URL. Show the total volume
successfully ("OK") transferred from the Edge to the end user, for
each live media URL.

• Show only 'Error Volume' per URL. Show the total volume of
data transferred from the Edge to the end user that resulted in an
error, for each live media URL.

• Show only 'Ok Hits' per URL. Show only successful ("Ok") Edge
hits for each live media URL.

• Show only '{Response Code}' per URL. Show only hits that
resulted in that response code, for the selected date range.
Values of "{#}xx" reveal all response codes from that range. For
example, 'Show only 3xx per URL' reveals hits that resulted in any
300 response (302, 304, etc.).

• Show only 'Offloaded hits' per URL. Show the quantity of hits
received by the Edge and successfully offloaded to the origin to
obtain the target content.
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Widget Description

• Show only 'Origin Hits' per URL. Show the quantity of hits
initiated by the Edge to your origin for each URL. (for example,
after the Edge has successfully processed a hit from the Client.)

• Show only 'Origin OK Volume' per URL. Show the total volume
successfully ('OK') transferred from the origin to the Edge, for
each URL.

• Show only 'Origin Error Volume' per URL. Show the total
volume of data transferred from the origin to the Edge for hits that
resulted in an error, for each URL.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data

You can view more details
Click this icon ( ) in a widget to view expanded data, over-and-above what's displayed by default. You can
click the download icon here ( ) to download a .csv file of this data. Click the  to return to full report view.

The User Locations tab (MSL: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest)
This report shows you where the users that are generating the majority of your Media Services Live:
HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest (MSL: HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest) media traffic are located geographically.

Before you begin

• User agent strings must be logged for visitors data to work correctly. If you access this tab and
no data is revealed, you need to enable User agent strings for the configurations you've set up with
Akamai to distribute your content. Contact your account representative for assistance with this. User
agent data is only collected from the time this feature is turned on.

Start by setting up a filter for report output
To generate report data for viewing, use the Filters panel that's revealed to set your desired filters.
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Note: If you've already set filters for another report's dashboard in the HLS/HDS/
DASH - Historical reports, those filters are automatically applied when you access this
dashboard. If this dashboard doesn't support one or more of those filters, you'll receive
a message.
 

 

• Date Range. Set this to the desired range of dates. This defaults to the last 24 hours, but you can
set the start date as far back as 90 days from the current date.

• CP Code. A CP code is a unique identifier we assign to you for reporting, billing, and monitoring
traffic served over the Akamai network. (When creating a MSL configuration to distribute live content,
you do so for a specific CP code.) Select or deselect the CP codes to include in the filter. If you know
the name (or number) of the desired CP code, type it in the Filter field to refine the results.

What you're seeing in these widgets
Each individual content panel in the reporting tabs is referred to as a "widget." Several widgets make up this
tab, including the following:

Note: Data for each widget is gathered on a daily basis.

Widget Description
Top Countries The quantity of all requests, filtered by the countries with the most activity.

The following information is presented:

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits from end users to Edge
servers.

• OK Volume. The total volume of all content, successfully
transferred from the Edge, in that country.

Top U.S. States The quantity of requests from the United States, filtered by the states with
the most activity (if applicable). The following information is presented:

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits from end users to Edge
servers, in that state.

• OK Volume. The total volume of all content, successfully
transferred from the Edge, in that state.

Top Canadian Provinces The quantity of requests from Canada, filtered by the provinces with the
most activity (if applicable). The following information is presented:
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Widget Description

• OK Hits. The number of successful hits from end users to Edge
servers, in that province.

• OK Volume. The total volume of all content, successfully
transferred from the Edge, in that province.

You can modify your filters
Click  to further refine the specific data for all widgets in the report. The same options discussed above
are available for use.

You can download widget data
If you see the download icon ( ) in the header of a widget, you can download its individual data as a .csv file.
You can also download the entire report's data
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Manage data in your reports

You can customize how report data is displayed and perform other operations with your reports. This
includes setting date ranges and filtering report data, as well as emailing and downloading complete report
data.

Why is there no data in my report?
When you first access a report, each widget may be empty and state "  No data."

This can happen for multiple reasons:

• The default "pin." Each report is configured to a default pin—typically a specific CP code. Click the
"x" in the last pin to remove it and have data revealed for all CP codes.
 

 

• The range of time set. There may be no data for the default range of time. Change this to a different
range.

• The filters set. The default filters may result in no data. Update them to refine the output.

• A setting may need to be enabled. You may need to enable a separate setting for the product in
question. (For example, "User agent strings" need to be enabled and logged for some reports.) See
the specific topic for that report's tab for more details.

What's a "unique visitor?"
Several reports offer Visitors or Unique Viewers tabs, that track and report information on unique visitors
accessing your content. You should understand what Akamai considers a "unique visitor," and also
recognize why a unique visitor may not be an individual person requesting your content.

• Unique visitors are the number of unique combinations of client IP addresses plus User
Agent (or player ID for streaming). There is no concept of a timeout. IP addresses are tracked per
hour, so two hits from the same IP at 1:59:59 and at 2:00:01 would result in separate IP addresses,
in separate hours.

• The number of visitors displayed does not accurately represent the number of actual people
accessing your content. Many people can appear as a single IP address by sharing proxies,
caches, NAT firewalls or even simply sharing the same computer at home. One person can also
appear as many IP addresses by using dynamic IP addressing, being load balanced across proxies
and caches, or simply using multiple computers. Other reasons for over-counting include: robots;
rogue client software that keeps changing its ID string; users that delete cookies, upgrade software
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or a user using multiple client software agents. Other reasons for under-counting are clients that
don't (or have been set not to) accept cookies or operate through anonymizers. If authenticated
logins are used, determining the number of real people from server-side logs may be best derived
from a cookie that is only set after an authenticated login, which only holds a value which uniquely
corresponds to the user.

• Visitor data collection is limited to 200 million a day. This exists for efficiency and to optimize
data collection. If data volume exceeds the limit, collection is automatically suspended. In the unlikely
event of data volume nearing the limit, we proactively work with you to configure your service to
avoid automatic suspension.

Set the date/time range for a report
You can filter report output to a specific date range, and in some cases to a specific time.

Click the date range field to set a range of time you want for report data. You can query a report only for the
period in which data has been available for its metrics and dimensions.

 

 

Note: Some "Realtime" reports don't let you set a date/time range. Data for these
reports is typically auto-gathered at a latency of two, five or 10 minutes. Other
Realtime reports may allow you to set a date and time range, but certain widgets may
only report data from the last two, five or ten minute period. See the specific report's
"tab" topic for more details.
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1. Manually select dates in the calendars for your Start date and End date range. (Some reports offer
Pre-Defined ranges you can select to automatically apply to the calendar.)

2. If applicable, set a Start Time and End Time, as well as a Timezone. (Timezone defaults to your local
one.)

3. Click Apply.

If setting a time, consider the timezone
Various reports dashboards also let you refine report data by time and timezone. This defaults to the
timezone associated with the active Control Center account.

 

 

Note: Certain time zones may not work with some report's tabs (for example, the
various "Traffic" and "Unique Viewers" reports). This is because report data is
collected on an hourly basis using the UTC time zone.

Filter data for a report
You can filter the data to isolate it by specific parameters.

Click the filter icon ( ). The available filters vary based on the specific report. See the Filter for report
section in each specific "{Report name} tab" topic for details on available filters.
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Mail report data
Some reports allow you to email output data as an HTML or a CSV file.

Note: Not all reports can email data. (Typically, reports that present "realtime" data
don't offer this feature.)

Set up a new report

1. Set the desired range of time.

2. Set the desired filters.

3. Click Email Report ( ).

4. Click Create Report and set options as necessary:

• Report Name. Input a desired name for the report. This is how it's listed in the table after
creation.

• Report. Defaults to Current Page. (This is currently the only method available.)

• Format. Select the desired format for the report, HTML or Comma-separated values (CSV).
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• Email to. The email associated with the current Control Center account is added by default.
Input a full email addresses and press Enter to add it. Repeat to add more addresses.

• Frequency. Determine a frequency for the email. Leave it at the default, Send Now to only
send it once.

Important: If you've set up a recurring report and you set the filters to
include all CP codes, the report does not automatically include new
CP codes that are added after the report is set up. (You need to edit
an existing report to add new CP codes.)

• Date range. You can set the range here, but we recommend doing it beforehand (Step 1).
This way, you can verify the report data before sending the email.

• Filters. This displays the current number of filters applied. You can click the link to modify the
filters if desired.

Other operations
 

 

You can edit ( ) or delete ( ) an existing report from the table. You can also take ownership of a report (  >
Take Ownership) that another user created to administer it, and you can suspend (  > Suspend) a
recurring report to stop it from generating additional emails in the future.

Download report data
Some report dashboards offer the Download Report button you can use to download data.

If a report dashboard offers this button, click it to download data as a comma separated value (.csv) file.
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A separate window is launched. Use it to customize the data in the downloaded report. For example, you
can select the desired report widget, and modify the date range and filters. (The date range and filters you
currently have set for the report are applied by default.)

Note: Individual widgets for some reports offer a unique instance of this button that
you can use to quickly download .csv data. This is noted in the topic for each
applicable report.

Analyze data shown in a report
Various widgets within a report let you "analyze" (customize and expand) the data presented.
 

 

1. If a widget in your report offers the analyze icon ( ), click it to access the Analyze data UI.

2. If desired, set the date range and filters content, as normal. (If you've already done this, what you've
applied is used.)

3. Each widget offers default metrics. (In the example above, the defaults are "Edge Hits/sec,"
"Midgress Hits/sec," and "Origin Hits/sec.") Click Edit Metrics to add or remove metrics from the
report.
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4. If necessary, change the primary dimension. Each widget defaults to Time. Click this drop-down to
change to a different dimension, on the fly. For example, you might select the CPCode dimension to
display data based on CP code in the table. (Results are displayed based on how you've set up
filtering for the full report.)

• The plus icon ( ). Click this to expand the root dimension and also reveal Time information,
for each specific dimension entry. (Click the minus icon ( ) to return to the {custom dimension}
view.)

 

 

Tip: In addition to the plus icon, you can also click the dimension entry name and
select Time.

You can download this report data

When your done customizing the report, click the download icon ( ) to download a comma-separated
values (CSV) file of the report data.

How do I get back to the full reports view?
Click the "x" in the top right to close analyze widget view and return to full report view.
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View detail in a chart
When in chart view ( ), you can interact with the chart to view detailed data.

You can view "point in time" data in a chart
Mouse-over a point in a chart to see data from that specific date and time. Time increments revealed are
based on the resolution interval of that report.

 

 

You can zoom into a chart
Certain widgets let you "zoom in" on a section of a chart to view a range of detail. Click and drag the desired
section of the chart to expand it.
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To return to your original time frame, use the date range field to reset the date/time.

Sort data in a table
You can sort data in widgets in ascending or descending order when in Table view.

When you mouse over a column heading in a widget, an arrow icon appears that lets you sort by that
column's data. Click a down arrow ( ) to sort in descending order, and an up arrow ( ) to sort in ascending
(default). The column in a table that is labeled with a static arrow determines how the table is currently
sorted.
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This table is currently sorted on "OK Volume" column data
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Reports metrics and dimensions

Tables listing and describing the metrics and dimensions available for use with the various reports
dashboards.

Reporting dimensions
Here you'll find a list of the dimensions available for use with the various reports dashboards for Media
Services Live (MSL) Stream Packaging.

Dimension Name Description Limitations of Use

Time Set automatically. Indicates the time at which the
content was ingested.

Authentication Scheme Stream authentication scheme used. Values
displayed can be Adobe/Akamai/Octoshape.

CPCode Identifier assigned to a contract associated with a
particular stream.

File Type File type of the ingested stream.

Stream ID Unique identifier associated with a stream
generated by the Akamai provisioning workflow.

Stream Type Type of stream - Primary or Backup.

Encoder IP IP address of encoder generating the stream.

Entry Point IP address of the Entry Point on which stream is
ingested.

Unique End Point The URL path after the Stream ID in the ingest
URL. Indicates bit rate of the stream.

Reporting metrics
Here you'll find a list of the metrics available for use with the various reports dashboards for Media Services
Live (MSL) Stream Packaging.

Metric Name Description Limitations of Use

Active Streams Streams active during a selected time period.

Average Bitrate
Average amount of data transferred in a unit of
time, calculated in terms of bits per second.
Expressed in kbps, Mbps, Gbps etc.

Average Latency Indicates the delay between Encoder and Entry
Point when sending a unit of media payload.

Average Packet Loss Measures the quality of connection between
Encoder and Entry Point.
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Metric Name Description Limitations of Use

Provides connection level ratio of data
packets(bytes) lost to the data packets(bytes) sent
by Encoder.

Average Path Time Average time taken from source to destination.

Reporting dimensions (RTMP, only)
Here you'll find a list of the dimensions available for use with the various reports dashboards for RTMP.

Dimension Name Description Limitations of Use

Time

Indicates the time at which content was
consumed.

This dimension is set automatically.

CPCode
Content Provider Code (CPCode) is an identifier
assigned to a contract and used for reporting,
billing and monitoring traffic served.

URL Stream Path.

Device

Indicates the browser, applications or device used
to download the object.

This information is derived from the user-agent
information in the request.

File Size Bucket The number of bytes requested categorized in
buckets of various sizes.

OS The operating system using which the viewer
downloads the object.

Network Type The network connection type used by end-users to
download the object.

City
The city from which end-user views stream.

This is derived from the client’s IP address.

Player ID The name and version of the player.

Stream ID ID of the streaming video.

Country Country from which end-user views stream.

ASN The Autonomous System Number of the ISP.

Country

The country from which content was accessed by
end-user.

This is derived from the client’s IP address.
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Reporting metrics (RTMP, only)
Here you'll find a list of the metrics available for use with the various reports dashboards for RTMP.

Metric Name Description Limitations of Use

0xx Edge Hits Number of hits that returned response codes- 0xx
(Client Abort)

2xx Edge Hits Number of hits that returned response codes - 200
to 299 (Successful)

200 Edge Hits Number of hits that returned response code - 200
(Successful)

206 Edge Hits Number of hits that returned response code - 206
(Partial Content)

3xx Edge Hits Number of hits that returned response codes - 300
to 399 (Redirection)

302 Edge Hits Number of hits that returned response code - 302
(Redirection Status Code - Found)

304 Edge Hits Number of hits that returned response codes - 304
(Redirection Status Code - Not Modified)

4xx Edge Hits Number of hits that returned response codes - 400
to 499 (Client Error)

404 Edge Hits Number of hits that returned the response codes -
404 (Not Found).

401 Edge Hits Number of hits that returned the response codes -
401 (Unauthorized).

408 Edge Hits Number of hits that returned the response codes -
408 (Request Timeout).

5xx Edge Hits Number of hits that returned response codes - 500
to 599 (Server Error)

6xx Edge Hits Number hits to the origin that returned the
response codes - 600 to 699 (Global Failure Error)

Active Count Total number of active viewers of stream

Client Bandwidth Total bandwidth usage at the client servers,
including all HTTP response codes.

Client Buffer Time Total amount of buffering time at the client servers.

Clip Playtime Total number of hours the clip was viewed.

Edge Errors

Number of hits that resulted in error responses for
your URL.

It is the sum of all 4xx and 5xx hits.

Edge Hits All hits to the Edge-servers from the end-users.
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Metric Name Description Limitations of Use

Edge Object Volume Size of the actual content (Object body)
transferred to the client.

Edge Overhead
Volume

Total number of protocol component bytes served
from the Edge-server to the end-user.

Edge Uniques

Number of unique viewers accessing your media.

This information is calculated based on a unique
combination of client IP addresses and user-
agent.

New Media Reports
use the 'Probabilistic
Unique' method to
compute Edge
Uniques, which could
display less accurate
values when Unique
Visitors are fewer in
number. The accuracy
of the method improves
with an increased
number of Unique
Viewers.

Edge Volume
Total bytes transferred between the Edge to the
end user. Overhead bytes are included. Values
provided in GB.

Total Volume Total bytes transferred to the end user. Overhead
bytes are included. Values provided in GB.
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Notice

Akamai secures and delivers digital experiences for the world’s largest companies. Akamai’s Intelligent Edge
Platform surrounds everything, from the enterprise to the cloud, so customers and their businesses can be
fast, smart, and secure. Top brands globally rely on Akamai to help them realize competitive advantage
through agile solutions that extend the power of their multi-cloud architectures. Akamai keeps decisions,
apps, and experiences closer to users than anyone — and attacks and threats far away. Akamai’s portfolio
of edge security, web and mobile performance, enterprise access, and video delivery solutions is supported
by unmatched customer service, analytics, and 24/7/365 monitoring. To learn why the world’s top brands
trust Akamai, visit www.akamai.com, blogs.akamai.com, or @Akamai on Twitter. You can find our global
contact information at www.akamai.com/locations.

Akamai is headquartered in Cambridge, Massachusetts in the United States with operations in more than 57
offices around the world. Our services and renowned customer care are designed to enable businesses to
provide an unparalleled Internet experience for their customers worldwide. Addresses, phone numbers, and
contact information for all locations are listed on www.akamai.com/locations.

© 2021 Akamai Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any language in any form by any
means without the written permission of Akamai Technologies, Inc. While precaution has been taken in the
preparation of this document, Akamai Technologies, Inc. assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or
for damages resulting from the use of the information herein. The information in this document is subject to
change without notice. Without limitation of the foregoing, if this document discusses a product or feature in
beta or limited availability, such information is provided with no representation or guarantee as to the matters
discussed, as such products/features may have bugs or other issues.

Akamai and the Akamai wave logo are registered trademarks or service marks in the United States (Reg.
U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off). Akamai Intelligent Edge Platform is a trademark in the United States. Products or
corporate names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of other companies and are used only for
explanation and to the owner's benefit, without intent to infringe.

Published 9/2021
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